Interactions between spherical colloids mediated by a liquid crystal: a molecular simulation and mesoscale study.
Monte Carlo simulations and dynamic field theory (DyFT) are used to study the interactions between dilute spherical particles, dispersed in nematic and isotropic phases of a liquid crystal. A recently developed simulation method (expanded ensemble density of states) was used to determine the potential of mean force (PMF) between the two spheres as a function of their separation and size. The PMF was also calculated by a dynamic field theory that describes the evolution of the local tensor order parameter. Both methods reveal an overall attraction between the colloids in the nematic phase; in the isotropic phase, the overall attraction between the colloids is much weaker, whereas the repulsion at short range is stronger. In addition, both methods predict a new topology of the disclination lines, which arises when the particles approach each other. The theory is found to describe the results of simulations remarkably well, down to length scales comparable to the size of the molecules. At separations corresponding to the width of individual molecular layers on the particles' surface, the two methods yield different defect structures. We attribute this difference to the neglect of density inhomogeneities in the DyFT. We also investigate the effects of the size of spherical colloids on their interactions.